
Early Subtraction

A Collaborative Guided Inquiry
with Ann Baker

Sample Game



Slide 1To start, place your counters in the loop.
O

n your turn, take a count-back stick from
 the cup and m

ove that num
ber of 

counters out of the loop. 
Show

 your count-back on the num
ber line and tell your partner w

hat your 
num

ber line show
s. 

If your count-back stick asks you to count back m
ore than the num

ber of 
sticks than you have in the loop, you m

iss that turn.
The w

inner is the first player to em
pty their loop.

Count-back sticks
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Out of the Loop: a game for two players

Resources
Each of the two players will need:
A laminated Showing Subtraction mat and a dry-erase marker,
A set of 5, 8  or 10 counters (depending on their level).
The players share:
Six craft sticks labelled 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3 and a cup to hold the sticks 

(numbers down),

Show Slide 1 
Share the rules with the students. 
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Focus on the action of removing counters and the question
“How many left in the loop now?”

Make explicit connections between the number of counters in the 
loop, marking that number on the number strip and the count-
back each time a stick is removed. Ensure that students can then 
rephrase what they have shown on the number strip, e.g.

“6 count back 2 is 4.”
Some students will be ready to move to the empty number line 
for recording , in which case help
them to match their marks and moves to the marks and moves on 
the numbered line first. Encourage students to talk out loud, e.g.

“I only need a count-back 3 to win.”
“If l get a count-back 2 and another count-back 2 my loop will 
be empty.”

Questions such as the following will focus on the above teaching 
points:

“What kind of game were we playing?”
“Why were we using counters in the loop? What were we doing 
with them?”
“How do we know if the number line matches the removal of 
counters?”
“Who was thinking about what count-backs they would need to 
finish the game?”
“Is it hard or easy to 'read' the subtraction sentence that is shown 
on the number line?”

Teaching Points

Reflection

Out of the Loop
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